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HFIR and REDC as a testbed 

HFIR
(A large research reactor)

REDC
(A small target-processing center)

Shared Stack

Since 1965 HFIR has 
served as the 
highest neutron flux  
reactor in the world 
with the mission of 
producing 252Cf, 
238Pu  & other 
isotopes and 
conducting neutron 
research. 

The fuel has a short 
cycle, but the 
targets typically 
have a long-
irradiation cycle.



Since 2017 the MINOS* project has collected 
data at the HFIR-REDC site located at ORNL
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*Multi-Informatics for Nuclear Operations Scenario: 9-lab DNN R&D project



Timeline of MINOS data collection
• Data collection began in June 2017
• All systems collecting continuously since Oct 2018

History of student involvement



Inventory of MINOS data
Volume of hosted data by 

collection type

FY
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MINOS.lbl.gov usage

Data Portal hosting 750 TB
• Growing ~15 TB/mo



MINOS data 
use policy

Data shared only with approved 
individuals for the designated 
purpose

Publications and presentations 
submitted for review to MINOS 
management

Collaboration with data collector 
strongly encouraged
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Ways to think about MINOS data analysis 
opportunities 

Additional multi-modal data fusion efforts
Efforts that engage predictive modeling and simulation in addition to data-
driven analysis:

• e.g., Physics Informed Machine Learning:
• applied as constraints at some point in the analysis
• synthetic data used separately or in conjunction with measured data
• for increased explainability.

An opportunity to apply and develop new scientific workflow approaches to a 
rich data set (see Al Hero’s day 5 discussion during 2020 ETI summer school). 

Within the context of collaboration: any idea you and a National Lab researcher 
are excited about.



Multi-Modal Data Fusion – a focus for MINOS
National Labs have applied:

• Deep Learning  (LLNL, PNNL)
• Regression Models (LANL, ORNL, SNL)
• Markov Models (LANL, ORNL)

to the MINOS data to characterize:
• HFIR reactor power level (see Will Ray talk) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1DVJwT3kGV3RZon08lYsvbFUy7fX9AgsO

• HFIR/REDC material transfers (Jason Hite talk) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOgNqbomPgY&feature=youtu.be

Issues highlighted by a MINOS participant:
• Fusing data on different time scales

• Quantifying/assessing uncertainty/confidence

• especially for missing data approaches

• Recognizing out-of-calibration regions

• Stay tuned for the Data Fusion talks!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOgNqbomPgY&feature=youtu.be


Novel Physics Informed Machine Learning 
and synthetic data approaches

Good synthetic data discussion during ETI summer school: 
• Day 2 with Al Hero and Simon Labov at 3:31:40 of Al’s  mp4 file.

• https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/14XbeemddopfBHd4JY7noy4c17V7g7bzx

Topcoder-19 radioactive-source-search used synthetic data approach
• https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9121756
• Day 3 of ETI Summer School with James Ghawaly

• https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1E7-Wn-_pc5u3776D_Ex3NzpBGbbDBlDWetc

How to apply Physics Informed Machine Learning to the MINOS data domain 
is an open question?

• An important question for sparse-data-domains and explainability.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/14XbeemddopfBHd4JY7noy4c17V7g7bzx
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9121756
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1E7-Wn-_pc5u3776D_Ex3NzpBGbbDBlDWetc


Systematic Scientific Workflow approaches
Good discussion during ETI summer school:  

• Beginning of Day 5 Q&A at 11:30am.
• https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1oOmCJZgspeJeOw0vdhMjz2TicjQVQl5j

Optimal workflow approaches may depend not only on the data itself but 
on the type of question you are asking, and exactly the answer you are 
looking for.

• Going down this path may help us pose the problem in the most 
useful way.

Testing these workflow approaches on the MINOS data has both a general 
utility and a usefulness for nonproliferation R&D.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1oOmCJZgspeJeOw0vdhMjz2TicjQVQl5j


Summary
MINOS provides big and relevant data sets:

• The sharing infrastructure and terms have been established.
• Any of the 9 National Labs participating in MINOS can help you connect.

Potential Data Analytics thrusts for use of MINOS data include:

• multi-modal data fusion (see next talk),

• synthetic data or other Physics Informed Machine Learning approaches                
• (see ADAPD talk)

• development of scientific workflow approaches.



A One-Line Headline

Enter text here.

• First point

• Second point

• Third point

Questions?


